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Key Points:11

• Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) export pathways across the Southern Ocean12

are investigated in a high-resolution (0.1◦) numerical model.13

• Weddell- and Prydz-sourced AABW tracers blend together before crossing the South-14

ern Ocean, as do Ross- and Adelie-sourced AABW tracers.15

• Weddell/Prydz-sourced (Ross/Adelie-sourced) AABW tracers primarily supply16

the Atlantic and Indian Oceans (Pacific Ocean).17

Corresponding author: Aviv Solodoch, asolodoch@atmos.ucla.edu
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Abstract18

Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), which fills the global ocean abyss, is derived from19

dense water that forms in several distinct Antarctic shelf regions. Previous modeling stud-20

ies have reached conflicting conclusions regarding export pathways of AABW across the21

Southern Ocean and the degree to which AABW originating from distinct source regions22

are blended during their export. This study addresses these questions using passive tracer23

deployments in a 61-year global high-resolution (0.1◦) ocean/sea-ice simulation. Two dis-24

tinct export “conduits” are identified: Weddell Sea- and Prydz Bay-sourced AABW are25

blended together and exported mainly to the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, while Ross Sea-26

and Adelie Land-sourced AABW are exported mainly to the Pacific Ocean. Northward27

transport of each tracer occurs almost exclusively (>90%) within a single conduit. These28

findings imply that regional changes in AABW production may impact the three-dimensional29

structure of the global overturning circulation.30

Plain Language Summary31

Cooling, ice formation, and mixing near Antarctica create dense ocean waters, known32

as Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). Due to their high density, these waters sink and33

propagate northward to fill the deepest parts of the Southern, Indian, Pacific, and At-34

lantic Oceans. Hence AABW export has a significant and near-global impact on deep-35

ocean circulation and the distribution of physical properties (e.g., salinity, temperature,36

dissolved oxygen). However, AABW transport pathways are only partially understood.37

Here we investigate the transport pathways of AABW from its four principal formation38

regions, using a state-of-the-art numerical simulation of Earth‘s oceans. We find that the39

export occurs via two distinct pathways (“conduits”). The geographical boundaries be-40

tween these conduits occur near seafloor ridges, and little AABW exchange occurs across41

them. Circulation pathways within each conduit blend together AABW formed in two42

of the four main formation regions, and export them to different oceans. Identification43

of these pathways elucidates the origin of observed trends in AABW properties, and helps44

to predict where these changes may propagate in the coming decades.45

1 Introduction46

Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) is the densest watermass in the global ocean.47

It is produced by a series of processes, which begins with the creation of Dense Shelf Wa-48

ter (DSW) over Antarctic continental shelves, and culminates with entrainment of Mod-49

ified Circumpolar Deep Water as the dense waters cascade down the continental mar-50

gins (Jacobs, 2004). AABW and its lighter derivatives (herein referred to colloquially51

as AABW - see SI text S3) are exported northward to the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific52

Oceans within the abyssal cell of the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) (Talley,53

2013). AABW fills 30-40% of the ocean volume (Johnson, 2008), and hence affects strat-54

ification, circulation, and mixing rates globally (e.g., see discussion in Zhang et al. (2020)).55

Moreover, AABW formation and export ventilates the abyssal ocean with dissolved oxy-56

gen (Hotinski et al., 2001; Gordon, 2009). Finally, AABW represents a vast reservoir of57

CO2, which may affect climate significantly over centennial or longer time scales (Skinner58

et al., 2010; Rae et al., 2018). Despite these global impacts, the pathways of AABW ex-59

port are not well understood, partially due to the logistical and technological challenges60

of observing the depths of the remote Southern Ocean.61

AABW forms in several distinct coastal sites, which complicates the ability to track62

the export of a single AABW water mass (Orsi et al., 1999; Jacobs, 2004; Johnson, 2008).63

The shelf water component of AABW is sourced mainly from water formed in the Ross64

Sea, Weddell Sea, Prydz Bay, and Adelie Land (Purkey et al., 2018). This study addresses65

whether these different source waters blend within the Southern Ocean, before reaching66

the northern basins and thus export uniform AABW properties, or if each source feeds67
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different conduits northwards across the Southern Ocean, with minimal blending with68

other AABW source waters. Here we refer to these two limits as “blender” or “conduit”69

paradigms, respectively, of AABW export from the Southern Ocean. Resolution of whether70

AABW export is closer to the blender or the conduit limit will provide insight into the71

ocean’s evolution in a warming climate. Trends in AABW properties (salinity, temper-72

ature, and thickness) that have been observed in recent decades, are not uniformly dis-73

tributed spatially. In the Southern Ocean (Purkey et al., 2018), it is not yet possible to74

determine with confidence which AABW formation regions are responsible for these trends.75

Likewise, the blender/conduit question has a direct bearing on past (Adkins, 2013) and76

future evolution of AABW properties, and the time scales over which these changes oc-77

cur. Finally, improved information about the governing transport processes may help78

focus observational efforts in locations where the majority of AABW export occurs.79

Observational constraints on AABW export pathways are limited (Purkey et al.,80

2018), and numerical models have produced contrasting results. Van Sebille et al. (2013)81

calculated offline 500-year particle pathways in the Southern Ocean to track AABW ex-82

port, using three years of velocity output from an ocean and sea-ice state estimate, the83

Southern Ocean State Estimate (SOSE) (Mazloff et al., 2010). They found that AABW84

sources blended together effectively in the Southern Ocean before export to the north-85

ern basins, in support of the blender paradigm. In contrast, Kusahara et al. (2017) found86

little blending of AABW from different source regions in the Southern Ocean. Using a87

numerical ocean/sea-ice/ice-shelf model, they integrated online for 25-years nine trac-88

ers representing different AABW formation regions. Each tracer was associated with dif-89

ferent pathways, consistent with strong bathymetric steering.90

Here we address the blender vs conduit question over an intermediate, 61-year time91

scale, using a global ocean and sea-ice model (Kiss et al., 2020) at ∼ 2-4 times higher92

resolution than the aforementioned studies. The model includes online integration of four93

passive tracers in order to track the four main AABW source waters. The methodology94

is introduced in section 2. The results (section 3) show that two export “conduits” oc-95

cur, with horizontal (section 3.1) and vertical (section 3.2) blending between different96

tracers within, but not between, conduits. We further quantify (section 3.3) the export97

fractions of each source water to each ocean basin. In section 4 we provide a summary,98

compare our results to previous studies, and discuss potential implications.99

2 Methods100

We analyze a global ocean and sea-ice simulation, an updated version of the ACCESS-101

OM2-01 model presented in Kiss et al. (2020), integrated from 1958 to 2018 (the third102

model forcing cycle, see SI). The model has a horizontal resolution between ≈11.5 km103

near the equator, and 4 km near the Antarctic shelves. Configuration and integration104

details are given in the SI. Comparison with observations (SI sections S2, S6, and S7)105

confirms the fidelity of the model AABW-related circulation and properties; additional106

validation of the recent model version appears in Kiss et al. (2020) and Morrison et al.107

(2020).108

Four passive tracers representing distinct AABW source regions are integrated within109

the model. Each AABW tracer is linearly restored to a value of 1 in the surface grid cell110

within its corresponding Antarctic shelf region, and is destroyed at surface grid cells out-111

side of that shelf region (with time scales of 1000 seconds, and 1 day, respectively). Trac-112

ers evolve passively in the ocean interior via advection and diffusion. The four shelf re-113

gions chosen (figure 1) correspond to those in which observations have confirmed that114

intense DSW formation occurs: the Weddell Sea, Prydz Bay, Adelie Land, and Ross Sea115

shelves (Orsi et al., 1999; Purkey et al., 2018). Based on surface buoyancy fluxes (SI text116

S9, and table S1), these four regions capture about 90% of DSW formation on the Antarc-117

tic shelves in the model. Model AABW production rates in each region are given in ta-118
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ble S1. We refer to these model tracers as Weddell-, Prydz-, Adelie-, and Ross-sourced119

AABW. A snapshot of tracer concentration near the seafloor at the end of the model in-120

tegration period (2018-12-31) is shown in figure 1. Several distinct northward routes are121

evident from these distributions, as discussed in section 3. In the following analyses we122

examine the properties and transport of water of density σ2 ≥ 37.125 kg/m3, since that123

is approximately the upper bound of northward flow within the Southern Ocean abyssal124

MOC branch in the model (SI). Unless specified otherwise, presented concentrations are125

averaged vertically under this isopycnal, and temporally over the last model decade, 2009-126

2018.127

Figure 1. Snapshot of AABW tracer concentrations after 61 years of model integration (i.e.,

at model date 2018-12-31). Tracer concentrations are evaluated at the seafloor-adjacent model

cell, in regions where the density σ2 ≥ 37.125 kg/m3, i.e., within the density range of northward

flow of the Southern Ocean abyssal MOC branch: (a) Weddell Sea tracer, (b) Prydz Bay tracer,

(c) Ross Sea tracer, (d) Adelie Land tracer. To focus on the principal pathways, tracer values less

than 0.001 are not displayed, and the colormap is saturated at concentration 0.1. Tracer source

region masks are shown in red in each panel. Gray contours show the 1 and 3-km isobaths.

Acronyms in panel (c) denote Drake Passage (DP), the Mid-Atlantic-Ridge (MAR), Walvis Ridge

(WR), Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR), Kerguelen Plateau (KP), Campbell Plateau (CP), and

the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge (PAR).
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3 Results128

Export pathways of AABW from the Southern Ocean are visually evident in the129

tracer distributions in figure 1, as well as in tracer evolution animations (SI). The main130

export routes occur within broad belts west of the Mid Atlantic Ridge in the Atlantic131

Ocean; west of the Southwest Indian Ridge, and west of the Kerguelen Plateau in the132

Indian Ocean; and east of the Campbell Plateau in the Pacific Ocean. Topographic fea-133

tures are identified in figure 1c. Northward AABW export in additional routes is lati-134

tudinally limited by bathymetry, e.g., by the Walvis Ridge in the South-East Atlantic135

(see figure S1, which extends further north). Prior to northward export, Prydz-sourced136

AABW joins Weddell-sourced AABW via westward advection along the continental slope.137

Upstream of their northward export to the Pacific, Adelie- and Ross-sourced AABW both138

populate a wide recirculation between the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge and Kerguelen Plateau139

(see section 3.1 as well), which in its offshore side advects both tracers eastward towards140

Campbell Plateau. These pathways are generally consistent with the available observa-141

tions (Orsi et al., 1999) (SI text S6). In summary, AABW export routes can be differ-142

entiated based on AABW origin: Weddell and Prydz AABW are exported together, mainly143

to the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, while Ross and Adelie AABW are exported mainly144

to the Pacific Ocean. Hence we identify that the model AABW export routes can be con-145

ceptually partitioned to two conduits, with each conduit transporting AABW sourced146

mainly from two locations, distinct from the other conduit.147

3.1 Horizontal blending of AABW source waters148

To test the degree of blending between tracers, and the locations where the blend-149

ing ensues, we examine a two-tracer metric (B(x, y), eq. 1, where x and y mark longi-150

tude and latitude, respectively), which attains near-zero values when the tracers values151

differ significantly, and approaches one when the tracer values are similar:152

B(x, y) =
2A1A2

A2
1 +A2

2

. (1)

Here A1 and A2 are (2009-2018) time-averaged concentrations of two different tracers153

within the AABW layer (see section 2). Sharp gradients in B may be interpreted as re-154

gions where blending occurs. Following westward advection of Prydz-sourced AABW along155

the continental slope, this water mass joins and blends with Weddell-sourced AABW near156

the Weddell Sea southern and western shelf break regions, and possibly in the central157

Weddell Gyre, as can be seen from the locations of high B gradient in figure 2a. Values158

close to B = 1, indicating almost complete blending, occur everywhere downstream in159

the northward and eastward pathways (section 3). Ross-sourced AABW blends with Adelie-160

sourced AABW (figure 2b) as both are advected westward along the continental slope161

and return in the eastward recirculation (figure 1). However, AABW located east of New162

Zealand has values of B that are slightly lower than in the recirculation to the west. This163

suggests that some Ross-sourced AABW is exported directly northward without first re-164

circulating between the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge and the Kerguelen Plateau. Very little165

Adelie-sourced AABW crosses the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge eastward, and hence this re-166

gion is dominated by Ross-sourced AABW (see figure 1 as well). Examination of the met-167

ric B between all other tracer pairs (SI figure S4) shows very little blending between them.168

To complement the local metric B and to test the visually identified pathways, we169

examine longitudinal correlations CTC between pairs of (2009-2018) time-averaged AABW170

tracer concentrations, as a function of latitude φ:171

CTC(φ) =
〈A′1A′2〉√
〈A′21 〉〈A′22 〉

, (2)

where angled brackets denote zonal-means, and primes denote deviations from zonal means.172

This metric measures the similarity between zonal distributions of different tracers. The173
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Figure 2. The horizontal blending metric B (Eq. (1)) for (a) the Weddell and Prydz tracers

and (b) the Ross and Adelie tracers. Tracer values lower than 0.001 are masked. Tracer masks

and bathymetry are shown as in figure 1. Zonal-correlation metrics (Eq. (2)) between (c) tracer

concentrations and (d) tracer transports, for different tracer pairs. The quantity plotted is C|C|,
where C is the relevant correlation (CTC or CTT ). Tracer concentrations and isopycnal trans-

ports are evaluated within the AABW layer σ2 ≥ 37.125 kg/m3, and averaged in time over the

last model decade. Note different ordinate ranges are used in panels (c) and (d).

quantity shown in figure 2c is CTC |CTC |, which reveals both the magnitude, i.e., the common-174

variance C2
TC , and the correlation sign.175

There are high positive correlations CTC between Weddell- and Prydz-sourced AABW,176

with C2
TC greater than 0.75 north of 60◦S (figure 2c), showing they take similar path-177

ways north of this latitude. The correlation between Ross- and Adelie-sourced AABW178

is positive and similarly high, but at a larger meridional distance from Antarctica (≈ 55◦S).179

In contrast, correlations between tracers from different “conduits”, e.g., Weddell vs Ross,180

are negative, i.e., Weddell AABW concentrations tend to be higher (lower) than aver-181

age where Ross AABW concentrations are lower (higher) than average, consistent with182

these AABW varieties having different northward pathways.183

To complement the concentration correlations, we quantify zonal correlations be-184

tween meridional tracer transports (SI text S4), CTT (figure 2d). The correlation CTT185
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is calculated according to (2), with tracer transport Fi (defined in SI equation S4) re-186

placing tracer concentration Ai. Again, correlations are high within the Weddell-Prydz187

pair and within the Ross-Adelie pair, with C2
TT > 0.8. Tracer transport correlations188

within other AABW pairs are lower, with C2
TT < 0.2 except within a narrow band around189

45◦S. The higher correlation near 45◦S appears to be due to the presence of a large (∼190

20 Sv) recirculation of AABW in the Argentine Basin. The recirculation strength is of191

similar magnitude to the total abyssal MOC cell in the model and in observations (SI192

text S2). The Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) and the adjacent recirculation193

cause higher local correlation in transports for all tracer pairs at this latitude. The re-194

circulation is likely the model manifestation of the Zapiola Anticyclone, which in obser-195

vations has a large-magnitude (∼10cm s−1) near-bottom horizontal velocity signature196

and a 100 Sv total top-to-bottom horizontal transport magnitude (Weatherly, 1993; Saun-197

ders & King, 1995). Another narrow correlation peak occurs between Prydz and Adelie198

tracers around 70◦S. Both Prydz and Adelie tracers are formed strictly north of 70◦S,199

and reach further south mainly within the Weddell Sea.200

Thus tracer concentration and tracer transport correlations, as well as the blend-201

ing metric B, also support that AABW is exported predominantly within two distinct202

horizontal pathways or conduits. Longitude-depth tracer distributions (e.g., SI figure S10)203

are consistent with the horizontal maps shown here, and also show high similarity in the204

vertical concentration profile of different tracers within each pathway, motivating an ex-205

amination of tracer-density profiles in the next subsection.206

3.2 Vertical blending of AABW source waters207

In this section we examine the density-profiles of the AABW tracers (figure 3), in208

order to deduce the degree of vertical blending of AABW tracers with distinct sources209

that occurs during export. Density-concentration profiles of the identified tracer pairs210

are more similar to each other than to other tracers. Between Drake Passage and the211

Kerguelen Plateau (figure 3a), Weddell and Prydz tracers have higher-density centers212

of mass (are “bottom-heavy”) and have order of magnitude higher concentrations than213

the Ross and Adelie tracers. In contrast, between the Kerguelen Plateau and the Pacific-214

Antarctic Ridge (figure 3b), the Ross and Adelie tracers are the more bottom-heavy and215

abundant pair. Between the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge and Drake Passage (figure 3c), the216

Ross tracer dominates, while other tracers have lower concentrations and peak at lower217

densities, consistent with figure 2b. The lighter densities and lower concentrations re-218

flect either more mixing along (longer) pathways to a region, or inefficient transport of219

denser water across the basin topographic boundaries (e.g., Princess Elizabeth Trough220

south of Kerguelen Plateau, or the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge).221

The tracer-density distributions become more similar at greater meridional distances222

from their formation regions ((figure 3) panels d-f), especially for the identified tracer223

pairs: the density-profile shapes of the Weddell-Prydz or the Ross-Adelie tracer pair be-224

come virtually indistinguishable at 30◦S. The growing similarities in vertical profiles sug-225

gest a statistical similarity in the histories of vertical mixing within each conduit. These226

results are consistent with vertical homogenization of AABW sourced from different shelf227

regions within individual conduits, but relatively little vertical homogenization elsewhere.228

3.3 Connectivity between AABW shelf sources and ocean basins229

Model tracer distributions (sections 3 and 3.2) show that different Antarctic source230

regions can have very different distributions of AABW export to northward basins. Here231

we quantitatively assess the connectivity (figure 4) between the AABW tracer source re-232

gions and destination regions (the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific oceans), via a connec-233

tivity matrix methodology, after Van Sebille et al. (2013). For each tracer we compute234

the partitioning of the total northward transport, occurring at 30◦S, between the differ-235
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Figure 3. Tracer concentration profiles in density space, averaged across 0.5 degree of lat-

itude, and across the longitude range of individual ocean basins: (a-c) 58◦S segments between

Drake passage (DP), Kerguelen Plateau (KP), and the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge (PAR); (d-f)

Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans at 30◦S. To highlight vertical structure rather than peak

values, each profile is multiplied by a constant factor (given in each panel) such that its maximal

value is identical to that of the tracer with largest maximum in the same region. Segments a-f

locations (exact longitudes given in the SI, text S5) are shown in the top panel, along with the

tracer masks.

ent ocean basins (“export”, green-colored pie charts). Additionally, for each ocean basin236

(Atlantic, Indian, or Pacific), we compute the relative contribution of the total north-237

ward tracer transport, occurring at 30◦S, from different individual tracers (“import”, red-238

colored pie charts). Tracer transports within the AABW layer (calculated as explained239

in SI section 4) are integrated zonally within each basin.240

We now quantify the degree to which model AABW pathways through the South-241

ern Ocean can be grouped into two pairs, i.e., conduits. Total AABW tracer “import”242

(volume flux, reddish pie charts) to the Atlantic and Indian Oceans is dominated by Wed-243

dell (58%) and Prydz (34%) AABW tracers. In contrast, import into the Pacific is dom-244

inated by Ross (68%) and Adelie (30%) AABW tracers. Export (greenish pie charts) of245
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Weddell AABW and of Prydz AABW is principally into the Atlantic Ocean, with a sec-246

ondary export contribution to the Indian Ocean, and a very small fraction (3 and 6 %,247

respectively) into the Pacific Ocean. Exports of Ross AABW and Adelie AABW are sim-248

ilar to each other and different from the Weddell-Prydz pair, with over 90% exported249

into the Pacific, and less than 2% into the Atlantic. Total export and import fractions,250

summed over all source regions or destination basins, respectively, are shown in the in-251

sets of figure 4. The largest AABW tracer import is from the Ross Sea (40%), with other252

areas contributing fractions close to 20% each. Total export is mainly to the Pacific Ocean253

(57%), and secondarily to the Atlantic Ocean (37%), with only 5% reaching the Indian254

at 30◦S.255

4 Summary and discussion256

Based on a high-resolution numerical model analysis, we show that the export of257

AABW through the Southern Ocean is accomplished via a combination of the blender258

and conduit paradigms (Van Sebille et al., 2013; Kusahara et al., 2017). AABW export259

pathways are guided by prominent topographic features, and manifest in some regions260

as DWBCs, or by flow through topographic gaps in rift zones (figures 1 and 2(a-b)). Two261

separate conduits are identified, which are separated by Drake Passage on one side, and262

by Kerguelen Plateau on the other side. However, AABW formed at different regions263

that lie along the same conduit route are blended and exported together. Specifically,264

AABW formed in Prydz Bay travels westward along the continental margin, and joins265

the northward pathways taken by the AABW formed in the Weddell Sea, i.e., principally266

along the Scotia Arc, or through gaps in it, into the Atlantic Ocean. Smaller fractions267

of the Weddell-Prydz pair are recirculated eastwards from the Weddell Sea, and exported268

into the East Atlantic and the West Indian Ocean. Observational studies indeed suggest269

that a significant fraction of AABW in the Weddell Sea is sourced from east of the Wed-270

dell basin, possibly from the Prydz Bay region (Meredith et al., 2000; Hoppema et al.,271

2001; Jullion et al., 2014). In contrast to the Weddell-Prydz pair, AABW formed in Adelie272

Land and in the Ross Sea are exported mainly into the Pacific Ocean. This export oc-273

curs principally east of the Campbell Plateau, either after recirculation in the Australian-274

Antarctic Basin, or through a more direct path northwards for some Ross-sourced AABW275

water. Observations of AABW in the Australian-Antarctic Basin suggest it is composed276

of similar fractions of AABW formed in Adelie Land and in the Ross Sea (Thomas et277

al., 2020).278

The numerical configuration used here has several limitations. The horizontal res-279

olution is not sufficient to resolve the Rossby radius of deformation near the Antarctic280

continental shelves, which may suppress instabilities and lateral mixing. However, AABW281

tracer distributions and model circulation patterns, including DWBCs, generally com-282

pare favourably with observations, supporting the deep pathway interpretations presented283

in this study (SI text S6). Several biases are identified, including that DWBC volume284

fluxes are lower than observed in some cases, and that AABW transport into the Indian285

Ocean is on the low end of predictions from inverse models (SI text S2). The Antarc-286

tic Circumpolar Current (ACC) zonal transport and the magnitude of Southern Ocean287

surface eddy kinetic energy (EKE) are lower than in observations, by ∼15% and 40%,288

respectively. In the future it would be useful to assess the degree to which model biases289

in ACC zonal transport and in upper ocean EKE affect the AABW pathways, blending,290

and vertical mixing. Additionally, an ice-shelf model is not employed, and hence Ice Shelf291

Water is not formed in the model, which may impact AABW formation rates. However,292

using an ocean/sea-ice/ice-shelf coupled model, Kusahara et al. (2017) found AABW ex-293

port pathways those presented here.294

Kusahara et al. (2017) performed a 25-year online integration of nine different AABW-295

like tracers initialized in different Antarctic continental shelf regions, and found each tracer296

was exported across the Southern Ocean in different pathways, consistent with topographic297
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Figure 4. Pie charts showing connectivity between the four AABW source regions and each

of the three northern basins. For each source region, a green-colored pie chart shows the distri-

bution of its tracer transport northward into different ocean basins at 30◦S (Atlantic, Pacific,

and Indian). For each ocean basin at 30◦S, a red-colored pie chart shows the percentage of north-

ward tracer transport arriving from each source region. Percentages are rounded and appear

with greater precision in tables S2-S3. To avoid visual clutter, the smallest percentage in each

pie chart is not displayed. The left (right) inset shows the percentages of all tracer transports

arriving into individual ocean basins (from individual formation regions). The blue (brown)

shading shows the sum of concentrations of Weddell and Prydz (Ross and Adelie) tracers in the

AABW layer. The greater of the two sums is shown at each point. Arrows show schematically

the AABW export pathways, based on figures 1-2. Acronyms are as in figure 1.

steering. In fact, a close comparison with the tracer maps in Kusahara et al. (2017) sug-298

gests that these different routes do merge, or are in the process of merging over time,299

largely in accordance to the present findings, i.e., to the same two conduits. We also note300

that the simulated transient tracer (CFC-11) distribution in a 0.1 degree resolution model301

by Sasai et al. (2004) is consistent with the results that the Kerguelen Plateau is a di-302

viding line across which there is relatively little exchange of AABW.303

In contrast to the present results, Van Sebille et al. (2013) found that over a 500-304

year particle tracking period, AABW formed in different Antarctic regions is blended305
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so effectively as to appear in almost the same proportions in all basins north of the South-306

ern Ocean. A possible bias which may have affected the degree of blending in Van Se-307

bille et al. (2013) was that particles were advected using model velocities recycled ev-308

ery 3 years. Particles could change their densities abruptly at cycle transitions due to309

a drift in Southern Ocean AABW densities (Mazloff et al., 2010). We also note that AABW310

particle formation in Van Sebille et al. (2013) appears to have occurred in the open ocean311

in addition to the Antarctic shelves. The presented connectivity matrix (figure 4) is not312

directly comparable with that in Van Sebille et al. (2013), due to the shorter time scale313

considered here: 61 years. In Van Sebille et al. (2013), only ∼18% of the particles were314

exported past 31◦S within the first 60 years, but in the present model a decrease in the315

rate of change of tracer export fluxes in the last model decades (SI figure S2) suggests316

that AABW pathways and blending may not change drastically over longer time scales.317

However, it is not possible to distinguish this decrease from interdecadal oscillations with318

confidence. Diagnosing centennial scale AABW-pathways from a high-resolution model319

is computationally expensive, and remains to be addressed.320

The present investigation of AABW export pathways over decadal time scales is321

similar to the time scale over which anthropogenic climate change has occurred. Over322

the last few decades AABW has generally warmed, freshened, and decreased in thick-323

ness (Purkey et al., 2018). AABW thickness and salinity trends in the Southern Ocean324

have spatial patterns that are similar to the model tracer distributions in figure 4: large325

relative differences in freshening occur across the Kerguelen Plateau, with relatively smaller326

variations within the regions to each west or east. Likewise, differences in the decrease327

of AABW thickness between the regions north of Adelie Land and north of the Ross Sea328

are less than 20%, while the average of the decrease in AABW thickness in these two re-329

gions is 50% higher compared with the regions west of Kerguelen Plateau. This suggests330

that the spatial pattern of AABW property changes may be explained by advection of331

source water changes along the conduits identified in the present study, and that these332

changes may propagate in coming decades further downstream along the model conduits333

identified here, e.g., changes in Prydz-sourced AABW may affect water masses mainly334

in the Atlantic Ocean. It remains to be seen how such downstream changes in AABW335

properties would influence the global three dimensional overturning circulation in return.336

A monitoring system for Southern Ocean AABW export is presently not available other337

than in the Atlantic sector (Kersale et al., 2020), unlike the situation for North Atlantic338

Deep Water export for example (McCarthy et al., 2020). However, the identified path-339

ways suggest that it may be sufficient to monitor AABW export at several limited sec-340

tions along the western regions of the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Antarctic sectors.341

In summary, we analyze results from a high-resolution model to clarify the multi-342

decadal pathways and blending of AABW in the Southern Ocean, and show that AABW343

from each of the four main source regions is exported principally in one of two conduits.344

Weddell- and Prydz-sourced AABW are exported mainly to the Atlantic and Indian Oceans,345

while Ross- and Adelie-sourced AABW are exported mainly to the Pacific ocean. Knowl-346

edge of the connectivity patterns will aid in the attribution of trends in AABW prop-347

erties to specific source regions, and for understanding of the future evolution of the global348

AABW distribution. These results therefore have wide implications, given the impact349

of AABW on global stratification and circulation patterns (Johnson, 2008; Zhang et al.,350

2020), paleoclimate (Skinner et al., 2010; Rae et al., 2018), and ocean biogeochemistry351

(Hotinski et al., 2001; Gordon, 2009).352
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